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SUMMARY
#
An experimental investigation of rectangular ezhaust-gas

ejector pump8 was conducted to pro ride data thut uwuld serre
aa a guide to the design of ejector application for aircrajl
enfl”nes m“th marginal cooling. T%e pumping characteristics
of rectangular ejectors actuated @ the exhaust of a st”ngle-
yh%der aircrafr engine uwe determined for a range of ejector
mizing-section area from i?Oto 60 square inches, orer-a[[ length
from Ii? to @ inches, a&pect ratio from 1 to 6, diffusing em-t
area from 20 to 81 square inches, and exhaud-nozzle aspect
ratio from 1 to @. A few tests were conducted with a n@i-
.@e ejector, a dirided ejector, cd an ejector incorporating
bends a[ong its length.

With a decrease in the quanti~ of air pumped and an in-
crea~e in the length of ejector, the ejector pre8swre ri8e increa~es
to optimum ca[ue8. (lptimurn ralues of ejector area were
,found to depend upon ma8s-@w ratio of air to exhau8t ga8 for
~iren engine operating condition. fiffuser-em-t sections cml.-
~“derably improred the performance of the ejectors. An
arrangement of a straight mixing 8ection with a diffum”ng em-t
and a Jattened exhaust nozzle prwided the most farorable
ejector performance. An ejector composed of a 8traighi miting
wction of %&inch length and %quare-inch area un”tha dijiw
ing ez-d of Ii?-inch length and 1.87 .em”krea+nirance-area ratio
pro.rided a prewure rise of 6 inches of water for a mass jlow
of air repre8entatire of coofing regwiremente (s& times the ma88
flow of ezhau8t gas] for the engine when operated at a cruise
power of 86 indicated horsepower.

A simpli$ed analysi8, which considers the effect of peti.nent
ejector t’ariab[es and indicates the performance in terms of
known eng”ne quantities, w made. The agreement between
theory and experiment wxzsfair imer the range of ejector con-
jiguration8 tested, except that a 8eriou8 di~crepan~~ exitied in
that the optimum ejector areas premribed ~ theo~ were smaller
and the ra[ue8 of peak pre.wme rise predicted at the 8mall
optimum areas were higher than indicated by the te8t8,

INTRODUCTION

The cooling problem has been one of the main obstacles
to the attainment of high power outputs with modern air-
cooled aircraft engines. Adequate cooling on the ground,
in climb, and in long-range cruise has been difficult to obtain
in most submerged and pusher-type installations, and in
some high-performance tractor installations. The possi-

bility of the use of ejector pumps actuated by the engine
exhaust has been suggested as a means of providing the
additional cooling-air pressure drop required in installations
with margimd cooling.

Some experimental investigations of the ejector principle
have been made in connection with aircraft problems. Ref-
erences 1 and 2 present results of ejector tests with regard
to jet-thrust augmentation. The t+sts were conducted, for
the most part., with small-sctde models actuated by com-
pressed air under steady-flow conditions. b imretigation
of the design and operating conditions of smalkwde com-
pressed-air ejectors, the results of which are pertinent to
their pumping as welI as to their thrust-augmentation charac-
teristics, has been conducted at the United A&aft Corpora-
tion. In reference 3 results are presented of a preliminary
investigation made to determine the suitability of ejectom
actuated by the exhaust of a radiaI aircraft engine for pro-
viding engine cooling air at the ground condition. The
pressure drops realized with some of the ejector combination”
investigated in reference 3 were of significant magnitude for
cooling. Teds made at the A’orthmp Aircraft., Inc. of a
number of exhaust-ejector systems for cooling aircraft engims
showed that appreciable improvement in coohg could be
obtained by the use of ejectors.

In view of the results presented in references 1 to 3 and of
the general interest in ejector cooling augmentation, *e
present investigation was conducted at Langley Field, Ya.,
in the fall of 1942 to obtain additional quantitative informa-
tion on the performance of exhaust-gas ejector pumps and
to provide d~n data for the application of ejectors to
aircraft-engine installations. The publication of the results
was delayed by the transfer of the staff and equipment to
C1eveland, Ohio.

The experimental work was performed on ejectom of rec-
tangular cross section actuated by the exhaust from a single-
cyIinder aircraft engine. The pumping characteristifx of
ejectors of various area were determined for a range of kngth,
aspect ratio, diflusing etit, and shape of exhaust nozzIe
Ejectors of rectangular cross section were tested because if
-was felt that this approximate shape would reatiy lend itselt
to installation on engine cowls of conventional configuration.
Engine power w-as limited to about the cruise value (70
percent rated). A simplified theoretical analysis was made
that indicate3 ejector performance in terms of Lmown engine
and exhaus@as quantities.
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ANALYSIS

An ejector is a device in which the kinetic energy of one
fluid is used to pump another fluid from a region of low pres-
sure to a region of high pressure.

In the present application, consideration is given to the
use of the high-velocity exhaust-gas jets that issue from the
individual exhaust stacks of the cy~inders of an aircraft engine
for pumping cooling air from the rear of the engine to the
atmosphere. The effect of ejector action, then, is to reduce
the static pressure behind the engine and thus to increase .fic
pressure drop available for coohg. Ejector action is affected
by the transfer of momentum between the high-velocity
exhaust-gas jet and tho low-velocity air in the mixing
section.

An ejector maybe designed for constant pressure through-
out the mixing section, in which case it has little value as a
pump; on the other hand, a constant-area mixing section per-
mits operation with a pressure rise and is therefore perti-
nent to the present application. The addition of a diffusing
exit to the constant-area mixing section results in a further
pressure rise owing to the conversion of velocity head.

A theoretical equation for the preseurc. rise across the
~jector is derived in the appendix and incorporates the
assumptions that follow.

The exhaust process in an engine is an intermittent one in
which the mass-flow rate, the velocity, and therefore the
momentum of the exhaust gas vary cyclically. Conse-
quently, the inflowing air and the outflowing mixture in the
ej ec.tor actuated by the e.shauat gas will be of a pulsating
nature. The effect of the pulsating exhaust gas is taken
into account by the use of a mean effective exhaust-gas
velocity Ve, which is introduced in reference 4 as the equiv-
alent velocity that, when multiplied by the steady-flow
average mass-flow rate of exhaust gas, would produce the

r

average momentum obtained by thrust mcmuuwwnis,
Unfortunately a similar treatment is not readily npplimlk
to the air that entem and the mixture that leaves the ejector.
In view of the complicat.ed nature of tho pulsating air nnd
the mixture flow and their dcpcmdence upon mass-flow rate,
ejector dimensions, and engine operating conditions, stmdy-
flow vahes are assumed. Inasmuch as the pulsaticms in the
air flow arc damped relative ti those existing in the cxhnust-
gas floy, the deviations incurred by the foregoing assump-
tion should not be serious.

The assumptions of complete inking rmd abseucc of N-d]
frictiou are made. The pressure rise obtained with ml
ejector is then expected LO be somewhat less than that
predicted by theory. In an achud ejector, both the dcgwr
of completeness of mising nnd the frictiou losses imwmsr
with increase of ejector length. The pressure rim, however,
‘Mso affected by these opposing ftichma M to produce an
optimum length.

The additional assumption of a dniform vclocit.y distri-
bution acrow the ejector area is postulated. Actually, tlw
air entering the mixing section is accclmatcd by cent WA
with the high-velocity e.xhuust-gns jet with the result tlm[
the ejector cross-sectional mea surrounding the jet is more
effective in conducting the mass flow of gasm tlkm 1hr wwa
adjacent to tho walls. The cffoctivc flow area nmy be
further decreased by the increased flow. resistance of M’
corner regions of the rechmgular ejector. lhmcc, tlw
observed pressure rises will not be compat iblc with the
theoretical pressure rises for an ejcctir of tho L3mnemm.
A more favorable comparison is posaiblo witl tlworcticnl
pressure rises for aomc arbitrarily reduced nrra.

The expression for the pre9surc rise across the eject.or
subject to the fomgoi ng wxmmpt.ions, as drrived in the
appendix, is given by equation (19),

(19)

The symbols used in this equation are defied in the appendix.
This equatiou will be considered as the generaI expression for evrduat.ing the performance of the tcs[ed ejectors both

with and without a diffuser c.xit; for nondiffusing ejectors, the diffuser factor B is equal to O.
If the dtierence in specific heat and gas constant of air and exhmst gas is ncghwtcd and tlw ama of tlw CX1]WWIWIW

jet is small (that is, tlie factor a accounting for the reduction of the ejector-entmncc area due to t 1111prusencc of t IN*cxhausL,-
gas jet is unity) equation (19) may bc simplified to ,.

which may be expressed as

In the range of ejector opcrat.ion of practical interest, in the present appliqation, the usc of equation (20) introduces
slight deviations from the pressure rises predicted by equation (19),
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If a nondtiusing or straight ejector is fit considered,
inspect ion of general equation (19) indicates that the pressure
rise is a function of several vmittbles; namely, area of ejector,
mass-flow rate and mean effective velocity of exl.must--gas
jet, mass-flow rat io of air to e.xbaust gas M=/M., density of air,
and temperature ratio of eshaust gas to air. In the present
appIicat ion, W of the vwriables except ejector area are speci-
fied or me known from the desired engine operating condi-
tions. The mass-flow rate of exhaust gas is specified by
engine power and the mass-flow rate of coolQ air is known
from the cooIing characteristics of the engine. (Represen-
tative values of M=/M, lie between 6 and 9.) The tempera-
ture and the density of the air are determined by the ejector-
Met conditions. ~ representative value of 1500° F may be
used for the temperature of the exhaust gas inasmuch m
large -rariat ions from this v-alue have inappreciable effect
upon the results. ‘I’he velocity of the exhaust-gas jet is
determined by the engine operating conditions and by the
area of the exhaust-gas nozzIe. For maximum ejector per-
formance, small nozzle areas are indicated; the minimum
nozzle area is, however, Limited by considerate ions of engine-
power 10SS. Reference 4 pro-i-ides information for det ermin-
ing the minimum permiedde nozzle area and also the mean
effective eshaust-gas velocity from the engine operating
condlt ions. The mean effective velocity is the -due ob-
tnined by dividing the average eshmst-gas thrust, as meas-
ured with a target, by the average mass-flow rate of exhaust.
gas; hence, it is &ectly applicable to the, ejector equation.

When the values of the foregoing variables are inserted in
the general equation, the pressure rise is reduced to a func-
tion of the area of the form

AA AJ.

where C1 and C’Zare constants.

For a d~user ejector, this equation is modified simply by
a reduction in the absolute value of the negative term to an
extent. determined by the expansion ratio of the diffuser.

The theoretical curves were obtained from equation (19).
In the crdculation of the theoretical curves for comparison
with the test results, the following -dues were used:
MrwMori rate of e.shaust ge+ pounds per minute ---------- t3
Nean effective exhapst+~ velocity (obtained from reference

4 for the 2.6 sq in. nozzIe area and the atmospheric eshaust
used), f&tpersecoll&-------------------------------- 1625

Density of air (atmospheric), siugs per cubic foot ---------- O.00232
Temperature of eshaust gss, IF-------------------------- 15cm
Temperature of sir (a\-erage value maintained throughout

tests], OF------------------------------------------- 75
SPecMc heat of exhauat -s, Btu per pound per OF--------- 0.29
Specificheat of air, Btu peruound per IF----------------- 0.24
Gas constant of exhaust giw, foot-pounds per pound per OF-- 56.4
Gss comtant of air, foot-pounds per pound per “F --------- 53.3
Diffuser-loss ~fficient ---------------------------------- CL15

The performance of ejectors of v-arious area -was then
calculated for a range of .lQ.11, from 3 to 16.

APPARATUS AND METHODS

The test-engine setup and the auxdiary equipment used
for this investigation are shown in @ure 1 and the arrange-
ment of the apparatus is further indicated diagrammatically
in figure 2. The singIe-cylinder test engine was an 182&G

FIGCZZ l.—EJecfm setup.

engine mod~ed to operate with only one cylinder. The air-
cooled cyIinder was enclosed in a sheet-metal jacket open at
the flont and connected at the rear to a motor-drken centri-
fugal blower that pro-i-ided the necessary engine cooIing air.
& eIectric dynamometer was used to load the engine and to
measure the engine torque. Engine speed was measured by
an electrically operated revolution counter and a stop watch.

The charge-air \reight flow of the engine was measured by
a thi&plate orifice instaIIed according to .\. S.M.E. stand-
ards. ~ surge tank was provided between the engine and the
orfice to damp out pukat ions. LTpstream ancl c{ifferential
pressures at. the orifice were measured with a mercury and a
water manometer, respectively. The fueI-ffow measure-
ments were obtained with a calibrated rotameter. The
weight flow of the air pumped by ejector action was measured ,
by means of a Iarge intake-dice pipe (reference 5); an
alcohol micromanometer was used to indicate tue wnaII
pressure drops across the ofice plate. The downstream end
of the orifice pipe was connected to a cylindrical surge tank
with a volume of approximately 90 cubic feet to which was
attached an derision chamber with provision for mounting
the -mrious ejectors. The static pressure in the surge tank
and in the e.xtension chamber was controlkd by a butterfly
valve inst akd bet-iveen the orifice pipe and the surge tank
and was measured with a Tat er manometer.
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Engine oynomometer Blower

FIGURE2.-Df8gr8mm8tIc layout of eqnIpmenL
.

The engine exhaust stack, consisting of a 2%-inch-insid*
diameter pipe, was led through a flexible connection into the
extension chamber and was provided with a flanged end to
permit the attachment of nozzles of various shapes. The
nozzle-exit area was 2.6 square inches, calculated from refer-
ence 4, for zero power loss at an engine speed of 2100 rpm, a
manifold pressure. of 35 inches of mercury, and an exhaust
pressure equal to that at sea level. The nozzle exits were
centrdy located in the convergent entrance sections of the
ejector; their axial position was varied by spacers.

Ejectors of rectangular cross sectioh were ehoscn for the
tests despite the inherently greater strength and stability of
the circular form. This choice was prompted by considera-
tion of the aerodynamic aspects of an actual ejector installat-
ion on a conventional cowl where approximately rectangular
shape would permit more efficient utilization of available
space. ~~

Each ejector was composed of a convergent entrance
section and a constant-area mixing section; the addition of a.

diffusing exit section to & mixing section fornmd n Jifhscr
ejector. The convergence of the cntrancc section and the
divergence of +? exit section were confhud only 10 the
verticdphme; the procedure was diet atcd by considcmt ion
of spacw limitations in an actual instdhition.

For a given ejector area, the cntranm sections were con-
structed with a ratio of entrance area ta ejector area of 3.O&
The lengths of these entrance sections were equal to the
lengths of a 60° right conical section of the same entrnnce
and esit areas. It was felt that this configuration WOIJICI
permit the most economical space utilization without sncritlcc
in ejector performance. Mounting plntes were wc]dccl 10
the entrance sections to pro-ride at hwhment to the surgo-
tank extension chamber.

The diflusing exit sections were built with nn included
angle of 12°. Reference 6 indicates that a nogligiblc incrcaso
in shock loss above minimum value is in.currcd with this
expan!3ion angle for rectangular diffusers with single-phmc
divergence.
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TABLE I.--STRAIGHT AND DIFFUSER EXHAIXT-GAS
EJECTORS INVESTIGATED
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Table I presents a summary of the ejector configurations
tested and figure 3 indicates the details and terminology of a
re.preaentat.ive ejector.. The contlgurations are @ivided into
two general groups: fit, straight- ejecto~ consisting of
converg@ entrance sections and co~tant-a.rea mixing

0 ‘/ 2 -3

/ t
m

v
\

F o

Ehaust . ._ --- _. _____ _____ -- .
nozzle

+
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FIGCEE 3.—Ejector detsffs snd Wndnobgy. Strsf@t mkfng-wction sres, sqrrarr Lncfi=
~ mtb of s~fght - ams M/W length of sha&ht mti seetfon S, inches
Iength of dM@ng sedion D, fnehes. (For essm~Ie, rm eJector w’fthAstrdght SWMonof
24 k snd n dfffusing section of U fn. would he desfgmki 24S+I!XL)

sectiom, and second, diffuser ejectors consisting of diverging
exit sections appended to the straight ejectors. Straigh&
section areas of 20, 25, 30, and 50 square inches were investi-
gated over a range of owr-alI length from 6 to 36 inches for
both groups. DifTusing exits were tested in lengths of 6, 12,
and, for a few cases, 18 inches. In regard to the maximum
length tested, no attempt was made to cover the range of
length required to obtain maximum ejector performance
for all areas investigated. Instead, the lengths were Iimited
to values that were considered compatible with available
space on conventional aircraft power-plant installations.
b ejector aspect ratio of 3 (the ratio of the huger to the
smaller dimension of the rectangular straight section) was
arbitrarily cho~n for most of the tests from a rough con-
sideration of how the ejectors might be instaLled on the
periphery of the nticelle of a radial engine. A few testa,
however, were conducted with ejector aspect ratios of 1 and
5 for comparative purposes. The exhaus&nozzle aspeot
ratio was varied vrith each ejector area in an effort to obtain
improved performance; the tot td range covered derided
from a square nozzIe to a wide flat nozzle -ivith an aspect
ratio of about 40. In a number of tests, the hat ion of the
nozzIe exit was varied from a central axiaI position in the
ejector-entrance section to a position farther back.

a-!3107-s~12
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TABLE 11.-SPECIAL EXHAUST-GAS EJECTORS
INVESTIGATEI_l

, ~— s +0+

Divided Q“ec+or

ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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In addition to the foregoing simple. ejectors, tests were
conducted with several special arrangements shown in table
II. The 25-square-inch ejector was divided into two equal
ejectors by the installation of a dividing plate throughout
its length. For this arrangement the exhaust stack was
branched into two identical nozzles, each with an exit area

of htilf that of an orclinary nozzle. Thww nozzles were ccn-
tralIy located. in the divided ejector-cntrmwc section. Tests
were conducted to determine whether tho incrcnsed lcngtb —
hydraulicdiarneter ratio for the samo over-all lcngtb and
total area would improve the pwformwwc. Onc multistngc
ejector, consisting of three straight ejectors in a series, was
tested.

Inasmuch as application of ejectors to an aircraft installa-
tion might require some benda or curves along the ejector
length, several tests wme made with single- and rcwcme-
curved lengths inserted in tlw inking section of the 30-squmc-
inch ejectors. .

During the inititd phase of the investigation, the rjcctor
characteristics were determined over a rrmgc of engine
powers. ~.The lixnitations of the setup did not pmnit engine
operation above atmosphmic manifold prcaeure nnd al.wc
an engine speed of 2000 rpm, which gave a m~ximurn rngirie
power of 85 indicatd horsepower. At a fuel-air ratio Of
0.08, these operating conditions resulted in an exhaust-gas
mass-flow rate” of 8 pounds per minute. At tin npprccial-dy .
lower power output, the performance of the Cjcctol% was of
no practical, interest; hence, most of the t csts wmc conduciml
at the masimuin obtainable engine power. For each ejector
combination t est.ed, the pressure rim across the ejector (thnt
is, the dMerence in surge-tank and atmospheric pressures)
-was varied from the minimum to the rntiximum obtainnblc
in four or five steps by means of the butterfly valve. *rhO
quantity of air pumpccl was mmsurcd at wtcb condition.

DISCUSSION

Straight ejectors.—The performance of the straight or
comtant=area ejectors is shown in figure 4, whore the rise in
pressure across the ejector is plotted agninst M~M~ 13jcctor
details nnd terminology are shown in figure 3. I’3xprrimcnhd
results me presented for ejectors with on mpcct mtio of 3,
with arem of 20, 25, 30, and 50 square inrhus, and over &
range of ejector length for an exhtiust-nozzk mm of 2.6
s“quare inches and rngine oprrating conditions of 85 irdim[cd
homepower, engine speed of 2000 rpm, nnd fuel-air rnt io of
0.08. The mass-flow rate of exhaust gas for these conditions
was 8 pounds per minute. The exit aepcct rtttio of the
-haust nozzle used with the ejector of 50-squww-inch area
was about three times that of the nozzles used with lhc otlwr
ejectors. The wide nozzle was chosen in this cnec h) order
to distribute the exhaust jet across the ejector arm and thus
to provide mixing comparable with that obtained with the
other ejectors. Theoretical curves obtuincd from cquution
(19) are included for comparison. Tlworrticftl curves for 00
percent of the actual arra gave the Ix@ all-round agmcmcnl
with the expdrimrmtal results for all the straight cjcctom.
For a given area, the pressure rise resulting from cjcctur
action &creases as the qurmtity of nir pumprd is inrrcascd.
An increase in mea increases. the range of mass-flow opwat ion.
The experimental curves arc simihw to tho tumlyt iml curves
and approach them in magnitude for the cjcctom of longer
length.
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Mass-flaw ro+io, Ma~e

m)he.as20square kdws.
(b) heat 25eqnere fnehes.
[C] Ares, 30 SCLOerefnehex.
(d) ~q 50squsre fnches.

FIGCSU4.–Ptirmance eumee for stmifght ejeetom &ctuated by ~uss of sfngkeylfnti
engfne. Asqeet mtlo, % esheust-gm mrrs9flow rate, 8 pounds per mfnntq ~haust-mmzfe
=s, 2.6 =~e ~ek% f~I*h Mo. 0.@3;fndfeeted homemm, M Far fnrther detsik
see tatdr L

In figure 5 the results of figure 4 are cross-plotted against
the length of ejector expressed in hydraulic diameters ~f~h
for an MJM, of 6. The optimum length was reached for
the 20-square-inch ejector at an ~/llk of about 8 but tie
performance vms not appreciably improved with an increase
in Iength above an L/Dhof 6. The declining rat e of increase
of pressure rise with increase in len@h is explained by the
opposing effects of increasing friction losses and more com-
plete mfig benefits. The results for the ejectors of 25-
and 30-square-inch area show that optimum lengths were
not attained; the curves started to level off, however, at an
L/D, of about 6 or 7. Greater lengths than those tested
would very likely have resuhed in improved performance
for ejectors of larger area; as previously explained, the
maximum lengths used were Iimited by practical considera-
tions of installations on aircraft.

A comparison of the performances of ejectors of various
area in figure 4 indicates that the optimum area depends on
M@,. ‘With increaskg M@., maximum obtainable
pressure rise is realized with the lmger+rea ejectors tested.
Faired cumms of pressure rise against ejector sa-ea are cross-
plotted from figure 4 on figure 6 for vrduea of 3f=/3f. of 6
and 9, which are representative of the range of coohg-air

requirement of modern aircraft engines. Only theoretical
curves for 90 percent of the actual arm are incIuded for

comparison; the full-area theoretictd curves are omitted for
ckwity. The experimental and theoretical curves are similar
in shape and exhibit fair agreement in magnitude at the large
areas. Serious discrepancies, however, e.sist at the small

FIGCBE5.—Vwfetbn of pressure rise wfth fength—hydrnddkm eterrathfm_e#wtm3
aetusted by exheust of slngfe-cyUn&r engine. Aee mtfo, 3, ednnW-gm rotiw rste,
8 PXU.IdSper mfnute; edmust-mmzle are% !!.6sqnare Lnchex fuekfr mtfo, 0.0$ Lmlfmted
honepmrer, S5; nl!xAow ratio, &

FII_IuruI&—Varfetfon of presmre rfse wfth ejeetor area for shmfght eJwors fwtue.ted by es-
heust of slogkeylinder engfne. q retlo, 3; exbnn9t-gm roeswlow rnte, S poun~. per
mfnntq exhnost-umzle mea 2.6 squere fnokq fnel-slr ratto, 0.G3;fndfeet~ Mreeprer, s5.
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areas; the theory predicts appreciably higher pressure rise
and smaller optimum area than obtained by experiment,
For example, at an M=/M. of 6, optimum area for the ejector
of 30-inch length was observed at about 27 square inc.hw
with a pressure rise of 3.8 inches of water, whereas theory
predicts the optimuni area to be about 20 square inches
with a pressure rise of 5.4 inches of water. This behavior
is not without precedent; F1ugel (reference 7) indicated that
the minimum cross-sectional area required for steady-flow
application has been found by experience to be from 30 to 50
percent greater than that prescribed by theory.
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(a) Area, 20MIuare Irrche&dltToser-eree ratto, 1.49.
(b) Arerq 24srIrmra tnches; dfr?rrser=es mtIo, 1.44.
(o) ArW &lsquare hrehcs; dblrrwr-szea ratfo, 1.40.
(d) Area, sOsquare Incheq dftlrrwrer= ratio, Ml.

FIGUEiE7.–Perforrnenee curres for bfnch dlffueer ejeetors actnated by exhaust of sbuk
cyltnder engfne. Aspect ratio, X edarrat-gee mam-ftow rate, 8 pmrndsper mfrmte; axhsust-
nozzle area 2.6 r.mrare inoW fuel-afr ratio, 0.08i Indknted horsepower, 86. For further
detelfs sea table I.

Diiluser ejectors.—The performances of ejectors with 6-
and 12-inch diffusing exits are shown in figures 7 and 8,
rwpectively. The results are plotted in the same manner
and for the same engine conditions as for the straight ejectors.
The theoretical and experimental performance is seen to be
essentially of the same nature as that noted for the straight
eject&s. The values of pressure rise observed, however, for
ejectors with 6-inch diffusers are from %inch to 2% inch~ of
water greater than those obtained with the straight ejectors
of qidb.r a~ga.qgd over-au length and for the same nnge of
MJM,. Fsm.&e .ejec&ms with 12-inch diffusers, the values
of pressure rise are from %inch to 3% inches of water greater
than those for corr=ponding straight, ejectors. In addition
to the increased pressure rise or improved pumping per-

formance obtained with diffusing czxits,. it is seen thnt. jhcy
extend the range of ejector operation to higher values of
MJM, than achieved with straight. ejcctols.

The agreement between theoretical and cxpcrimculnl
curves is of the same order as that existing for the st migh t
ejectors; but, in several instances at low JIJM., the ub-
served values of pressure rise exceeded those prcdictcd by
theory. Theoretical curves for 85 percent of the nclutd
area were found, however, to give best all-round imlmovc-
ment in the agreement IMwwn calculated and LYprri-
mental results for all the diffuser ejectors tcstwl.
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FmcEE &–Penhrmsnee curves for 12-inch ;IMuser ekehxe actuefrd by ahou!t of $Iogh.
cylinder engfne. Aspeet ratfo, 8; exherrat-goemaw-flow refe, 8 fnmmk pm mlnu!w eahemh
nozr.fe me% 2.6 swuire Inohes; fuekfr mtlo, 0.08; Indkmtcd horsepower, W Fur furtk
details see table L

The effect of length of straight section on the pcrfornumcc
of cliffuser ejectors is seen from figures 7 rtnd 8 to be of t Iw
same nature as noted for straight ejectors. Of further
interest is the relative performance of wwious combinn lions
of diffuser and straight section of diffcrcl!t hwgt h. In figure
9 (a), curvee of 25-square-inch ejectors with 6-, 1!2-, and
18-inch diffusers and with a 6-inch straight section arc
plotted for comparison. In figure 9 (b), these results and
those for various lengths of straight section with a O-inch
diffusing exit from figure 7 (b) me cross-plotted against
over-all ejector length for an M~MC of 6. All the dilhxmr
sections were constructed with tho same divergence angle;
hence, the longer-length diffusers correspondingly incorporate
greater expansion ratios. The improved performance of the
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straight sections of longer length with the 6-inch diffuser over
that of the straight section 6 inches in Iength -with Iarger
difhsem indicates the advantage of adequately long straight
mixing sections. The importance of this consideration is
further emphasized in figure 10 where the performance
curves of various combinations of ejectors of 24-inch over-aI1
Iength and 25-square-inch area are grouped (fig. 10 (a)) and
are plotted against respective Iengths of component straight
and diffuser sections for vshm of fild~lf. of 6 and 9 (fig.
10 (b)). The most advantageous utilization of the 24-iuch
over-all length is realized with a combination of a straight
section of about 16-inch length and a diffuser of about
tl-inch length. This combination is not criticrd, however, and
has little advantage over 24-inch-length ejectors composed
of 6- to 18-inch straight sections and 18- to O-inch diffusers.
The combination of longest straight section and shortest
diffuser that will not impair performance is desirable from
considerations of esit area.

‘With the long ejectors of the same over-all length the
larger-expansion-ratio dillusers are adm.ntageous; for ex-
ample, the pressure rise observed for an M@f. of 6 with
the 24S+ 12D ejector was 6.0 inches of water (@. 8 (b)} as
compared with a pressure rise of 5.4 inches of water for the
30S+6D ejector (fig. 7 (b)).

(a) Perfotm8neecurves.
(b) Verfable strsfght end dLtTuserler@h$ l.UeSS-tiWratfo, 6.

FmLw 9.—Et7ee! of incremental stmfght end dflTtrssr length on p@mmenee of e@tma
aetusted by erhsust of sb@e-eyIlnder engfne. &e& 25equexe fncbes; eketor sspwt mtio,
~ exhoust~ mes-llow rote, 8 pounds Per minute; e.rhemt-norde eree, 26 square fnehea;
exbaost-rwzleaft aspeet mtfo, w fuekfr mtfo, O.@ fndfmted I.wrwmm.r, S5. For
forthw dete.1.ksee tsbIe I.
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,

T’arious aircraft manufacture have proposed augmenting
engine cooling by the use of extremely short ejectom con-
sisting of no more thag individual e-shaust stacks ejecting
into the space bet-men the COWIflaps and engine nacelle.
Furthermore, results of unpublished tests comparing such
installations vrith conventional instelations of e.xhaust-
collector rings are cited by them wherein “the pseudoejector
arrangement appreciably improved engine cooling.

In this connection it is interesting to note that short
ejectors are relatively ineffectual in pumping action; for
exampIe, a 6S + 6D ejector of 25-square-iq& area provides
a pressure rise of about 2.0 inches of water at an MJilfe of 6.
Part of the improvement in engine cooling that resulted from
change-cm= of coIIector-ring to individualist ack arrangement
may have been due to the concomitant cleaning up of the
space behind the engine in addition to ejector action.
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As previously discussed, the reduced-rmea concept .im-
proves the agreement between experiment and theory.
The performance of the straight-section ejectirs with 6-
and 12-inch cliffusing exits is cross-plotted against mixing-
section area for Ala/M, of 6 and 9 in figures 11 and 12.
Only the 85-percen&reduced-a.rea theoretical curves me
included for comparison; the full-area theoretical curves are
omitted for clarity. The trends of the experimental curves
and their agreement with theory is seen to be similar fo tlmt
of the straight ejectom; a large discrepancy still exists at the
small areas.

In order to obtain an over-aII comparison of the perform-
ance of straight and diffuser ejectors, figures 6, 11, and 12
are combined and replotted in figure 13 with exit area in-
stead of mixing-section mea as the abscissa. The advantage
of the 12-inch diffuser over the 6-inch diffuser and of the
&inch diffuser over the straight- ejector as regrtrck maximum
performance is clearly demonstrated; the tendency of the
curves to cross at the small areas may, however, reverse the
relative performance. It is also recalled, from previous dis-
cussion, that the benefits of the large diffusers. will not be
realized without sufficient len@ of mixing section.
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Curved ejectors.—The effect of bends in the raising section
of an ejector of 30-square-inch area with 12-inch diffusing
exit is shown in figure 14, where performance curves are
presented for a 30-inch straight mixing length, a 36-inch
mixing length (which included a 6-in. -length J5° bend),
and a 42-inch mixing ler@h (which included two 6-in. -1ength
reverse 15Ubends). The details of these curved ejectors are
shown in tablo II. No signidcant variation in performance
among the arra~aements is apparent. It thus appears t-hat
slight curvatures in the ejector mi.xhg section have Iit tie, if
any, unfavorable effects upon performance.,

Ejector aspect ratio,-AIthough the investigation of ejector
‘aspect ratio was not complete, the- rwdts of the few tests
made on this phase of the problem are presented. In @re
15 the effect. of aspect ratio is obtained by comparison of the
performance of the 30-squa.re-inch ejectors of 3 and 5 aspect
ratio and of the 25~uare-inch ejectors of 1 and 3 aspect
ratio.

The performance of ejectors of aspect ratio 3 appe- to
be slightiy better than those of aspect ratio 5 for the same
nozzle of exit+area aspect ratio of 15.8. Although an
ejector of aspect ratio 3 was observed to be better than an
ejector of aspect ratio 1, pert of the improved performance
may be attributed to the fact that different Aaust nozzles

were used with the 25-square-inch ejecto~ undergoing com-
pmison. The square eshauat nozzIe used vrith the ejector
of aspect ratio 1 is not, as vrill be discussed later, as effective
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as a flat nozzIe of the type used with the ejector of aspect
ratio 3. It is considered, therefore, that the actual advan-
tage of aspect ratio 3 is slight.

The effect of aspect ratio on ejector action may be con-
sidered in terms of Iength-hydrau.licdiameter ratio becausel
for constant area, cha~e ‘n aspect ratio changes the hy-

[draulic diameta and there ore, for a given Iength, changes
the L/Dh. Thus the sma~ ~provement in performance
obtained by increasing the aspect ratio from 1 to 3 may be
thought of as being due to increased mixing efficiency re-
sulting fro~ increase in L/Dh and the subsequent alight
depreciation in performance with further increase of aspect
ratio as being the result of increased friction effects’ over-
compensating the benefits of improved mixing.

Divided ejeotors,—The tests of the divided ejectors (see
table II) were an extension of the investigation of ejector
aspect ratio and were prompted by the idea that improved
performance of short-length ejectors could be obtained by
decreasing the hydraulic diameter and cowquent.ly increas-
@g the L/D,. h figure 16 the results of the divided 25-
square-inch ejector are compared with those of the simple
or undivided ejectom of 25-square-inch area and aspect ratio
of 3. Despite the 25-percen&maller hydraulic diameter
and the greater L/Dfiof the divided ejecto~, their perform-
ance was poorer than that of the undivided ejectors. The
depreciation in performance may have been caused by addi-
tional 10SSWincurred in the branched exhaust nozzIe and by
increased friction effects.
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Multistage ejectors. —Figure 17 illustrates the performance
of the multistage ejector, the physical details of which are
given in table 11. Included for comparison is the perform-
ance curve of the 24S + 12D ejectm of 30-squ8re-inch area
and aspect ratio of 3j the over-all length and exit area of
which corresponds closely to that of the multistage ejector.

The multistage ejector exhibits poarer performance than
the single-stage diffuser ejector over. a great part of the
M.JM, range but appears to be aligh~y better at the high
end of the range. It thus appears that the multistage ejector
ia better adapted to applications requiring hi@ flows; this
conclusion cannot, however, be considered general inasmuch
as only one multistage arrangement was tes~d.

Nozzle-exit aspect ratio,-During the course of the in-
vestigation, exhaust nozzIee of various aspect ratios and of
2.6-square-inch exit area were tasted with several of the
diflerent-area ejectors. Some representative rewdts illue-
trating the effect of nozzle aspect ratio are plotted in figure
18 (a). The performance of the ejectors of 25-square-inch
area and aspect ratio of 1 with nozzles of aspect ratio of 7
(4% by ‘%, in,) is better than the same ejectors with nozzke
of aspect ratio of 1 (1% by 1% in.). comparison of the
reaghs of ejectors of 30-square+inch area and aspect ratio of
5 shows the 15.8-aspect-ratio nozzle (6’%s by ‘% in.) to be
better than the 41.7-a.spect-ratio nozzle (10’% by ji in.) and
the performance of the ejectors of 30-square-inch area and
aspect ratio of 3 indicataa a slight advantage of the 15.8-
aspect-ratio nozzle over that of the 12.O-aapect-ratio nozzle
(5% by ‘% in.). It thus appears that flatte~ng,,~ut the
exhaust nozzle to a certain extent provides improved ejector

FIOURE16.—Pwform&neaaurves for dkfded ejectors actuated by exhanat of alngle+yllnder
OI@M. Are% 23 SQUOIeInohe%asnact ratio, 8; exhauat-gaa nwse-flow rate, 8 pmmda ~
mhmte; errhauet-noade. ~ 2.6 sqrram tnobea; fuel-ah ratio, O.@ fndteated horaepmvw,
SE. For further detafls aea table IT,
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Fmuu 17.-l%rformwme enmea for mukhtage ekttor actuat~ by cxhewt of !dnglo@Indw
@.ue. Efi~ maas-f%mfmt% 8 POrmdSm mhutc;=baustmzzloarea,2.6aquam
fnok; fueklr rat!% O.CS;fndfeakl homepower, .96. For funk detalb aco tsbte 11,

performance but that excessive flattening results in doprcci-
ated performance.

The improved performance with the wido mhtmst nozzle
is undoubtedly due to the bettor mixing rwudting from tho
increased surface area of the e.xhauet jet. The reason for t ho

ffdling off in performance with tho extre.ndy wide nozzle is
not readily apparent. There is a very good possibility thut
the cross-sectional area of the extremely wido nozzics may
have appreciably increased during opemtion owing to the

action of the high-pressure, high-temperature exhttust gas.
The larger area would, of course, decrease the jet momentum
and hence decrease the ejector performance, Although ]}re-
cautions in the form of reinforcing bnnds ml through-rivets
-were taken to avoid enlargement, only a slight bulging would
cause a large increase in area for the wide flftt nozzles. inas-
much as the practicability of extremely wide mlwust nozzles
was questionable becwse of their inhere.nt structural wcnk-
ness; further tests with additional prcwutions to nmintnin
the desired cross-sectional area with these .nozzlcs wore nol
conducted.

It is .bdie.ved that, in general, increase in surfaco mm of
the primftry jet wilI improve the performance of ejectors
provided that the jet momentum is not reduced.
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Nozzle-exit location,-A few tests were made with the
exhaust-nozzle exit located 1 inch upstream of the center of the
ejector-entrance section. The results of these tests are com-
pared in figure 18 (b) with the results obtained with the
nozzle in the centraI position. No signitlcant difference ti
performance is indicated.
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Ejector performance at higher engine power.—Although
the maximum engine power at which expe@nental results
tiere obtained -was limitml to cruise value (S5 indicated
horsepower corresponding to a mass-flow rate of exhaust gas
M. of 8 pounds per minute), theoretical ejector performance
at high porver &odd be considered.

For purposes of illustration, calculatio~ were made for @
M. of 12 pounds per minute, which corresponds to about
rated power. The mean effective exhaust-gas velocity was
taken at 1950 feet per second as obtained from reference 4
for the same edausknozzIe area as used in the tests (2.6 sq
in.). The results of the calculations are shown in figure
19 (a) where pressure rise is plotted against ejector area for
an M/all. of 6 for cases of straight, 6-inch diffuser, and 12-
inch diffuser ejectors. The previously considered theoretic~
curves for an .31. of 8 pounds per minute are included for
comparkon. Similar sets of curves are presented in figure
19 (b) for an ~M~LMtsof 9.

The curves for an M, of 12 pounds per minute are similar to
those for an M. of 8 pounds per minute except for higher
vaIue9 of pressure rise. If the large cWerence in pressure
rise occurring at the sma~ areas is neglected, an increase in
pressure rise from 2 to 3X inches of water is indicated for the

,
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high-power condition for an M./Me of 6 and an increase in
pressure rise from 2 to 3 inches of water for an Af./iWa of 9.
It is noted that the performance curves for an AI. of 12
pounds per minute peak at larger area than do the curves
for an M, of 8 pounds per minute.

It is appreciated that the peak values of pressure rise
indicated by theory will be m unat tain@le in practice for an
Al, of 12 pounds per minute as they wire observed to ho for
an Me of 8 pounds per minute. It is reasonable to assume,
however, that the actual difference in performance between
operation at an M, of 12 pounds per minute rtnd an M, of 8
pounds per minuti will closely approximate the theoretical
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differences previously noted. These values will prolmbly Lc
somewhat decreased owing to the large friction at the higher
power. In addition, it is expected that the actual areas
yielding optimum performtince will be ltirger than corre-
sponding areas for the low-power condition.

Altitude performance.—The performance of ejectors at al-
titude is of interest. In lieu of experimcnhd rcwdts, theo-
retical values have been considered in order to indicata the
trends of ejector performance with varitition in altitude. In
figure 20, the variation of pkssure rk with ejector firm is
shown for pressure altitudes at sea level, 15,000 feet, and
30,000. feet. The curves were cnldated for nn cxhnust-
nozzle area of 2.6 square inches, an exhaust-gas nmsst-flow
rate of 12 pounds per minute, tin .11=/31, of 6, anti for stra.igh~
and 12-inch-length diffuser ejectors. The cjcctar nir temp-
erature was arbitrarily assumed conshmt at 75” F. T11o
peak pr~ure r& of the ejectors decreases with incrcnsc in
altitude and occurs at larger vnhws of area; tho second cffcc L
is more marked for the nondiffusing ejectors. In tho prnc-
tical range beyond the peak values, altitude produces but
slight change in ejector performance,

Use ofthe nozzIe of exit nrea of 2.6 square inchw, designed
for zero power 10ss at sea level, will incur ml engine power
10SSwith increase in altitude. A larger n~zzle, dcsignul for
zero power 10SSat particular conditions of power and altitude,
will ndt produce as large ejector preesurc rises as inrlicatcd
in @re 20, but the relative ejector pcrformnnce at diflercnL
altitudes will be similar.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

From teds of rectangular ejectors, actutitcti by the exhaust.
of a single-cylinder engine operating with tin exha ust-gns
mass-flow rate of 8 pounds pcr minute corresponding to cruise
power of 85 indicated horsepower through a nozzle with an
exit area of 2.6 square inches, it was found that.:

1. Ejector pressure rise increased with dccrcasc in quantity
of air pumped.

2. Ejector performance increased at a diminishing rntc
with increase in length. Lengths of about 6 or 7 diamctcm,
although not-optimum, constituted adequate practical vnlucs.

3. For given operating conditions, an optimum cjccLor
area existed, the vnlue of which increased with incrmsc in
mass-flow ratio. At the test conditions, best pcrformnnm
with straight ejectom was indicated at an area of about 27
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square inches for a mass-flow ratio of 6 and at an area of
about 30 square inches for a mass-flow ratio of 9; for an
ejector 30 inches in length, the pressure rises -were 3.8 inches
of water and 2.0 inches of water, respectively.

4. Diffuser-exit sections considerably improved the per-
formance of the ejectors; the use of a difhier of Winch
length and 1.87 area ratio attached to a straight- section of
~~inch le~h and Z5-square-inch area resukd in .a pressure

rise of 6 inches of water for a mass flow of air representative
of cooling requirements (sis times the mass flow of engine
exhaust gas). Although this gain ma obtained at the ex-
pense of increased exit area, the performance of ditluser
ejectors vw also better than that of straight ejectors for the
same exit area and over-sII length.

5. Ejector cross-sectional aspect ratio had snd effect;
with the exhaust~as nozzles used, ejectors of aspect ratio
of 3 gave slightIy improved performance over those with
aspect ratios of 1 and 5.

6. The performance of divided ejectom formed by insertion
of an a...al separating plate in a 25-square-inch ejector actu-
ated by flow from a forked exhaust-gas nozzle vrss poorer
than the performance of the original undivided ejector.

7. A three~tage ejector exhibited poorer pumping char-
acteristics than a ~hgle-stage cMtier ejector of the same
over-aII length and exit area.

8. The inclusion of 15° single and reverse bends in the
mixing section of an ejector did not noticeably impair its
performance.

g. Flattened ~aust-gas nozzles with cross-sectional as- _

pect ratios of approximately 12 to 15 provided better ejector _
performance than nozzles of either smaller or larger aspect
ratios.

10. Simple steady-flow ejector theory predicted perform-
ance of straight and diffuser ejectom in fair agreement with
experiment al results over the range of ejector con&u.ration
tested; peak values of pressure rise predicted at small ejector “”
areas -&ere unattainable. Optimum ejector-area values pre-
scribed by theory were smaller than indicated by test.

AIBCRi~ ENGINE RESEARCH LABORATORY,
hTATIONa ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

CLEVELAND, Ofio, JIUY 1, 1944.



APPENDIX

SYMBOLS

ejector cross-sectiomd area, sq

DERIVATION

ft
cross-sectional area of exhaust-gas jet at section 1, sq ft
specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/(slug) (“l’)

hydraulic diameter of ejector cross section
(p~~@)’

in.
loss coefficient in diffuser
straight-mixing-section length of ejector, in.
average mass rate of gas flow, shqgs/sec
static pressure, lb/sq ft
pressure rise, lbfsq ft or in. water
gas constant, ftAb/(sh@ (“F) “
gas temperature, “R
average gas velocity, ftjsac

mean eflective gas velocity, ft/sec
factor accounting for reduction of ejector-entrance area

A,(A*–2AJ
[

due to presence of exhaust-gas jet ~- 1
‘iflus=fac~r[’-~)-k’(’-+)l ~

density of gas, slugsicu ft

Subscripts:
a with reference to cooling air
e with reference to exhaust gas
m with reference to rnkture
O entrance to convergent section of ejector
1 entrance to straight mixing section
2 exit of straight mixing section or entrance to diffuser
3 exit of diffusing section

SIMPLllVEDANALYSIS

The basic principk.s of. the ejector pump are elementary; a
rigorous analysis of the pro-es involved is, however,
extremely complicated. Although existing analyses incor-
porate, of necessity, simplifying assumptions, the final equa-
tions are rather unwieldy and not in a form readiIy applicable
to an investigation of ejectors actuated by the exhaust gas
of an aircraft engine.

176

OF EQUATIONS

The simplified analysis that foIIows considcl~ tho eflcct of
pertinent variables and predicts performanm in tmms of
known engine quantities. The pressuro rise across the cjcctir
is obtained as a function of the mass-flow rate of air pumped,
the ejector cross-sectional area, and the mass-flow rate and
velocity of exhaust gas available.

The eflect of the pulsating exhnust gas is taken into nccount
by the use of an effective exhaust-gas velocity ~, introduced
in reference 4 as that equivalent velocity which, when nml-
tiplied by the steady-flow average mass-flow rate of cxhmst
gas, wouId produce the average momentum obtained by
thrust meas~rements. In view of the complicated nature
of the puhating air and the mixture flow and their dcpmdencc
upon lli~lkf~j ejector dimensions, and engine opmating con-
ditions, steady-flow values arc assumed.

Straight ejectors.– A uniform velocity distribution and
complete mixing are resumed at station 2. (&o fig. 3.) If
the laws of ponserwtion of momentum nnd conserwd ion of
mass are applied between stations 1 and 2 and if friction is
neglected, the following equation may be written

If the equation is rearranged and the pressure rise across the
mixing section wherein Al =Az is solved -

The air and mixture velocities mtiy be expressed as

(U’=+.u,)
T“.,2’~- ,(3)

and

r=,,= Ma
P~

where A, is the cross-sectional mea of the cdmmt-gns jet
at station 1. The pressure differences existing throughout
the ejector in the present application have ncgligilh JATCCL
upon density; hence p=,l may be taken as cqud to Pa,a, or
simply as pa, and in conjunction with the perfect-gas cqua-
tioll

pJ?J?’a ,
Pm,2=Pm=

mm
(4)
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When equations (3) and (4) are substituted in equation (2), there is obtained

7 fiia2
_ (Ma-.&’ R&s,~–p’=J%&+p.A,(A,-AJ am

(5)

If 13ernoulli’s equation is applied between stations O and 1 and the air ~elocity at station O is assumed to be equal to
zero,

pl=po— ; PaT”a.12

or

(6)

The pressure rise from O to 2 is obtained from equations (5) and (6)

which may be written

M*f* M, 21 M. ccM.
[---tt+x%)%]%]—+(3) ~*W,2M.%-l%=*~2

(7)

(s)
-where

.42(.42–2A.)
a= (A,–AJ’

is the factor accounting for the reduction in available area for air flow in station 1 due to the presence of the exhaus~gas
jet. For practicaI cases A, is small relati~e to AZ and c maybe taken as unity.

Rmand T. maybe expressed in terms of the properties and t-emperatums of the air and the exhaust gas.

From the general energy equation, neglecting the kinetic-energy terms, there is obtained

(M.+M.)c,,.T.=Mc, ,.T.+3Lc,,.T.

The specific heat of the gas mkture is given by
~ ~= (LWWcP ,=+cP.

P. (ilf=/31.j+ 1

(9)

(lo)

SimiIarly, the gas constant of the gas mixture is given by

R== (JfdMJRA-Rc
(M=/M,)+ 1 (11)

Equations (9), (10), and (11) are combined to obtain

By

RZna t%+~)t%+??)== (~+1)(%+%)
substitution of equation (12) in equation (8)

(12)

(13)

If the difference in specific heats and gas constants between air and ~fiamt gas is neglected and if the area of the e~aust~ ._.
gas jet is small compared -with the area of the ejeotor, equation (13) may be wmplified to

P2–PO= (“”)’’ V’[’W-(%+1)(1+%2)I (14)
‘F+ X2 p. xl. 2 31=

which may be written
.

P2-Po=~+: @’ .f @’ g) (15)
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Thus the pressure rise of the exhauskgas ejector pump is given as the sum of two terms: (1) the e..ausbg~ thrust per u]]it,
ejectpr area and (2) the product of the square of the mass-flow rate of exhaust gas per unit ejector area, the specific volume
of air, and a function of the mass-flow ratio and of the ratio of exhaust-gas temperature to air temperature, The second term
is negative for all vaIuea of M=/hld.

With the range of variables encountered, the second term of the right side of equation (14) is negative indicating the
existence of an optimum ejector area.

Diffusing exits, —Addition of a difTusing exit to the straight ejector permits conversion of pm% of the kinetic lMUNIinto
pressure head. The pressure rise attributable to the diffuser may be readily evaluated in terms of the pertinent ftictms
already used. Application of Bernoulli’s equation and the continuity equation between stations 2 and 3 and assumption
of constant density gives the familiar diffuser equation

2[1-(81p8–p2=~Pmvm.a

The efficienc of pressure recovery of a diffuser is dependent upon both the expansion rmgle and the expansion ratio.
t%tion (16) is us modified to

P8—P9=; Pmvma ‘[’-(*)-k’(’-*Y]
whereI%d,the loss coefficient k the cliffuser, is a function of d~user angle.

Substitution of the expressicms for ~~,~, pm, and ~~ from eqyations (3), (4}, and (12) in equation (17) gives
aa

(16)

Equn-

(17)

(18)

With addition of equation (18) to equation (13), the total pressure rise in an ejector (ptI-po=Ap) with a cliffusm exit lmcorncs

(19)

where

‘=[’-(2)-’’(1-$)1
If the simplifying assumption made in going from equation (13) to equation (14) is again applied, equat ~on (19) rcduccs to

p-j)

Equation (19) or (2o) maybe considered the general equation for straight as well as cliffuser ejectors. For straight vjrctore
II?=O and equation, (19) reduces to equation (13) and equation (20) reduces to equation (14). The thcorcticrd cwvcs uecd in
this report were calculated by means of equation (19); over the range of ejector operation of practical intrrcst in thr proscnt
application, use of the approximate equation (20) introduces negligible deviation from equation (19). (Sew fig. 21.)
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